We explore the possibility of using van dar Waals bonded heterostructures of stacked together 2D bilayer black phosphorus (BP) for nanoscale device applications. The electronic property of BP in AA stacking and 90°twisted is studied with density functional theory. Further, we study the homogeneous nanojunction architecture of BP to use its anisotropic properties. Using the first principle simulations along with NEGF approach, we calculate quantum transport properties of the nanojunction setup. The interlayer directionally dependent current characteristics are explained in different setups. Our result revealed that 90°twisted nanojucntion device would be a potential rectifier despite having no p-n junction characteristic only due to the intrinsic anisotropy of the material, making tunneling between armchair-and zigzag-directional BP sheets asymmetric.
Introduction
and Blue phosphorus/Black phosphorus heterostructres 33 are also reported for the tunable electronic properties. For the homogeneous device, few layers of BP are predicted to have good tuneability and richer electronic properties compared to a monolayer, such as layer dependent band gap and carrier mobility. [34] [35] [36] The predicted layer dependent bandgap of few layer BP has been confirmed experimentally by Das et al., evidenced by layer dependent transport. 37 Theoretically the bilayer BP has been reported in different stacking styles like AA, AB, AC and A-delta. 35, 38 Its bandgap highly depends upon these stacking. However, there is also possibilities of stacking two layer of BP at 90°which gives rise the isotropic properties in terms of carrier transport and electronic structure. This twisted bilayer has already been reported for tunable anisotropy with electrostatic field and strain effect.
39-41
Experimentally, BP mono-or few-layer form with controlled vertical gate voltage was used in device configuration as reported by Ameen et. al. 42 Geim and Grigorieva introduced the concept of vertical vs. lateral junctions. However, in practical applications, most of the 2D hetero and homo junctions are neither purely vertical nor completely lateral as is often assumed in theory 43, 44 . Nanodevices take form of monolayer-bilayer-monolayer junction (ML-BL-ML) structure. Ponomarev et. al. has
reported WSe 2 /MoSe 2 and WSe 2 /MoS 2 nanojunctions in the form of ML-BL-ML for diode applications in experiment. 45 Graphene and Carbon nanotubes (CNT) has also been reported in these ML-BL-ML form for negative differential resistance behavior 46, 47 .
In this work, we performed the density functional theory (DFT) with nonequilibrium Greens function (NEGF) calculations to model the bilayer structures and ML-BL-ML form of nanojunction setup of BP. We started with AA stacked BP bilayer and compared it with 90°twisted bilayer in 5x7 supercell. After having insight of structural and electronic properties of these bilayers, we focused our study in ML-BL-ML architecture of nanodevice. Using the NEGF along with the Landauer formula we calculated the transmission function and studied I-V characteristics of the devices. Interestingly we report the rectifying behavior in twisted bilayer devices.
Results and discussion
As a first step to use BP bilayer in nano-jucntion devices architecture, we simulated AA stacked bilayer and studied electronic and structural properties. We simulated different stacking of the bilayer BP like AA, AB, and AC. Generally, the AB stacking is natural stacking with highest possibility for from but in our work, we consider AA stacking for further use to facilitate comparison with the twisted bilayer structure. The calculated lattice parameter for AA stacking is as 4.50Å and 3.4Å in the armchair and zigzag direction which clearly relates with previously reported results 35 . All these stacking patterns show the direct band gap properties. These stackings can also tune optical properties dramatically which has been reported by 35 . The AA-stacked bilayer structure is shown in Fig. 1(a) where, the interlayer distance is calculated as 3.3Å. Fig. 1(b) , depicts the band structure of AA-stacked bilayer BP, which demonstrates that the anisotropy exists in the armchair and zigzag directions and the calculated bandgap is 0.37 eV. This anisotropy and its effect on electron and hole mobility can be found elsewhere 28, 34 . In the band structure picture, we see no degeneracy in conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum (VBM). This owes to strong interlayer interaction of the two extra lone pair electrons in interlayer phosphorus atoms. Further, this strong layered coupling is also responsible for lowering the band gap in few-layer BP than the monolayer (reported in supporting information). In the bilayer form, BP has the direct band gap properties which makes bilayer BP attractive material for the electronic application.
Along with the symmetric stacking scheme of bilayer BP, there is also the possibility to twist the bilayer by some rotational angles, which creates Morrie pattern 48 . Here we twisted the upper layer by 90°, which in some sense makes the system laterally symmetric in structure. Fig 1(c) manifests the twisted bilayer structure, where the zigzag direction in the upper layer is the same as the armchair direction in the lower layer. Supercell approach has been used by taking the lateral dimension as 5x7 times that of the unit cell to minimize the lattice mismatch less than 1%. In this supercell, the two bilayers (one in the supercell and its replication) are at the distance of 30Å, which was selected to exclude the interaction in the vertical direction from consideration. The calculated lattice parameter for this twisted bilayer unit cell is of 23.09Å and 23.00Å and the interlayer spacing in this fully relaxed 90°twisted bilayer cell is calculated as 3.4Å, which is 0.1Å higher than that of the AA-stacked bilayer. We used vDW D2 correction for the bilayer unit cell and supercell calculations 49 .
Full relaxation of the cell volume along with the atomic positions was conducted. P-P bond in the twisted bilayer shows only the subtle changes in comparison to naturally AA-stacked bilayer in previous sections. Reciprocal space geometry for the twisted bilayer would be square in the Brillouin zone.
In contrast to the AA-stacked bilayer, 90°twisted bilayer has an x-y isotropic electronic structure, means the energy band around X-G and G-Y are symmetric in Fig. 1(d) . Calculated band gap for twisted bilayer is of 0.48 eV, which is bigger than that of the AA-stacked bilayer. This clearly corresponds to the lower interaction in between the layers, which is also supported by increased interlayer spacing. CBM is single degenerate whereas the VBM is found to be doubly degenerate by the value of 0.01 eV. Degeneracy in VBM advocates the of lack of significant hybridization near the VBM whereas in CBM states are strongly coupled. These degenerate states are separated either localized in the top layer or localized in the bottom layer. More than that, this degeneracy paves the isotropy in the system where valence band in X-G is defined by the upper layer and G-Y is defined by bottom layer.
This degeneracy and its dependence on the vertical electric field and external strain has been explained previous reports. The vertical electric field in this twisted bilayer can induce the anisotropy in the system that can control the transport properties of this bilayer in the device form. The vertical electric field tune the anisotropy in either direction of bands, if electric field applied from top then band G-X band will get tuned and when it applied from down then G-Y band can get tuned (Supporting information). External strain also leads to the effective anisotropy in this system reported by Xie et. al. 41 Further, fig. 2 (a) and zigzag in fig. 2(b) . Monolayers in these ML-BL-ML junctions are armchair and zigzag form respectively. In our case, we deliberately created this junction to understand the difference of direction dependence in this kind of nanojunctions of BP. In these two cases, a potential well is formed in this scattering region (bilayer region).
The similarity between these two nanojunctions is that the electron has to pass through the vertically stacked area through interlayer tunneling. Transport properties would be estimated from nearly the same length of the scattering region in these two devices.
We would first investigate the armchair direction and further will take the consideration of the zigzag one. Zero bias transmission in armchair nanojunction is shown in Fig. 4(b) ,
where it shows the transmission gap of 0.9 eV. This gap resembles the monolayer electrodes as the electron are injected through the monolayer of BP and the bilayer (nanojunction) region behaves like the scattering owes to the broken periodicity. This scattering center is like a quantum well where electron can resonate and then pass through the tunneling mechanism. To understand the interaction between the layers in bilayer nanojunction region and its influence upon the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics, we increased the bias in periodic order of 0.1 V/step and calculated the current using the Landauer formula. Initially the current remains nearly zero but when it overcomes the energy gap of the electrodes it gives the symmetric IV characteristics for both the positive and negative biases in Fig. 3(a) . This symmetric IV comes due to the peak in the transmission in the bias window at increased bias, see inset of Fig. 3(a) . We see fano resonance behavior in the transmission at the 0 eV level at 1.8 V bias. We also tried to decrease the junction area, this eliminates the fano resonance behavior while the overall current behavior does not change.
We now consider the case on the zigzag direction which has lower transmission than that of armchair direction at zero bias in Figure 4 (b). This clearly demonstrates the anisotropic behavior of BP in such a device. Monolayer BP is expected to have 100 times lower conductance than armchair direction 50 and it reduces further when it comes to bilayer form.
Current in zigzag direction is also symmetric with respect to applied voltage, as it can be seen in Figure 3 (b).
The transmission function at 1.8 V can be explored in inset of the fig. 3(b) . Overall transmission in voltage window range has much less magnitude than that of armchair junction.
The transmission peak yields the transmission coefficient of 0.1 channels/Å in the armchair direction whereas in the zigzag direction it comes out to be only 0.005 Channels/Å, and lower transmission value implies lower current. The anisotropy factor (I a rm/I z ig) in current in these two nanojunctions, which are in mutually perpendicular direction is of around 40 at 2 eV bias. This anisotropy is lower than the reported value for the monolayer form of BP.
Further, we do not see current rectification in these two devices and it is quite expected due to the symmetric structure of the device. The eigenchannels for the two devices at 1.8 V are lotted at the center of voltage window. Fig. 3(c) , presents the eigenchannel for armchair direction, which argues that there are conductive states spread all over the junction area and also in between the layers. This implies better interlayer coupling and higher interlayer tunneling probability. There are no significant edge state contributions in the eigenchannel of the armchair device. On the other hand good coupling at 1.8 V bias implies, that conduction band of the left electrode couples to the valence band of the right one, but also an induced state is created within the bilayer area, which is responsible for the Fano resonance in transmission. This induced state naturally disappears when contact area vanishes. For the junction in in the zigzag direction, 1.8V bias eigenchannel is localized all over the junction but it gets more localized at the lower layer, where it does not connect to the right electrode (last 4 rows of atoms at Fig. 3(d) . Also there are no states connecting the layers, so it reduces the probability of electron tunneling from one layer to the other. This explains the lower current in the zigzag direction. In fact, the eigenchannel at Fig. 3(d) looks qualitatively same as eigenchannel for the Fano state looks in armchair direction: we see an incoming state at the upper BP sheet, and the induced state below. However, because the conducting state that couples the layers is not present on this junction, the state generate not a Fano, but Wigner-shaped tunneling resonance, which is clearly seen in the inset of the There are possibilities to tune the anisotropy factor (I a rm/I z ig) by increasing the junction, which will imply a bigger quantum well, as explained by Zhang et. al 51 . The levels in the well can tune the resonate tunneling of the electrons in-between the layers which can further tune the anisotropy factor of the system.
To further take the full advantage of anisotropic behavior of BP, we introduce a twisted nanojunction in Figure 4 (a), where the band structure and DOS of the twisted layer have already been explained above. Here, we again have the ML-BL-ML architecture but one of the monolayers is in armchair direction and the other has zigzag direction. The central region has a structure of a vertically stacked 90°twisted bilayer, which would be isotropic, unless now we have twisted nanojunction setup with semi-infinite electrodes in either directions. The upper layer has zigzag transport direction and lower layer has armchair transport direction, and both layers have one edge terminated with hydrogen. In our case of study we took junction length of 12Å. The zero bias transmission in Fig. 4(b) , shows that the overall transmission is lower than that of the armchair and zigzag directions. This is due to the twisted layer, which has less interaction between the BP layers than that of the AA-stacked bilayer. The transmission gap remains nearly the same as for zigzag and armchair nanojunction, which, in the case of the nanojunction device, is simply the gap of the monolayer BP electrodes.
Asymmetry is expected to bring in some rectification behavior; to check this, we increased the bias symmetrically over the junction with the step of 0.1V. We contemplate a behavior in the I-V characteristics in Fig 4(c) , where it shows current rectifying property. When the electrons are injected from armchair to zigzag direction in negative bias regime, the current is higher, whereas when it is injected from zigzag to armchair direction, the current is lower.
Inset of Fig. 4(c) , shows rectification ratio (I − /I + ) with maximum of 35 achieved at 1.8 V bias.
To understand the rectification behavior of the nanojunction, we plot the transmission function at 1.8 V bias in Fig. 5(a) , demonstrating high transmission probability for negative bias (-1.8 V) and much less transmission for positive bias (+1.8 V) in the bias window. In the negative bias, we notice the transmission at the 0 eV but also higher peak comes at the 0.35 eV. Further we plot the eigenchannels for both the biases as 1.8 V for 0 eV energy in Fig. 5(b-c) . It is quite obvious from the eigenchannels that for the negative bias there is strong tunneling probability from armchair to zigzag layer as the channel is spread all over the device region which implies the higher conductance. In the positive bias (+1.8V), the channel is more localized towards the left side of the nanojunction and remains only in the zigzag layer, which yields lower tunneling from zigzag to armchair layer and provides the lower conductance. We have already discussed in fig. 4 (c) that in the negative bias, higher transmission peak comes at +0.35 eV, henceforth we also plotted the eigenchannel at this energy in Figure 5 (d). This presents a strong tunneling channel, delocalized all over the nanojunction area and responsible for much higher current in the negative bias regime.
Role of the edge states can be estimated from results where the length (and the area) of the BP sheets overlap was decreased, yield lower rectification ratio, see Supplementary information Fig. S2 . In this case the edge states take significant part in conductance mechanism, while rectification is mainly due to the interlayer tunneling. Increase of the junction length means bigger quantum well and bigger length for interlayer tunneling which implies the higher rectification up to certain limiting length. The length dependent rectifying property can be the case of further study. Also the termination of edge can play an important role in defining the rectifying property. Another limitation of our work is, that we use BP as a lead to make simulations reasonably less expensive. In experiment one would inject electrones from metallic electrodes, and also control the electrodes' potentials through metal.
We model such situation via directly controlling the electrodes, the limitation is that we miss metal induced states, which might slightly affect the rectification ratio. This also suggests yet another method of controlling rectification by placing the junction asymmetrically with respect to the electrodes, which we do not explore.
It is very interesting to see the rectifying behavior in a device where no electron transfer between the layers and no band bending exist. It means there is no standard p-n junction type of characteristics preset in the beginning. Comparing the I-V characteristics of rotated nanojunction with the armchair and zigzag nanojunction, it is evident, that for the positive bias, when the electron flow is from zigzag to armchair direction the limiting current regime is zigzag directional current. When current flow is from armchair to zigzag direction it follows the armchair nanojunction for limiting current.
Twisted bilayer has been reported for gate switchable transport anisotropy with applied gate voltage. We also report the gate tunable electronic structure of the twisted bilayer in In conclusion by using DFT along with NEGF calculations, we report a unique nanoscale rectifying device which consist of two phosphorene sheets in the parallel contact with 90°twisted
angle without anything additionally bridging the electrodes. This rectifier has advantages over the other 2D heterostructure-based p-n junctions where one has to care about the band alignment and contact region. We also studied two symmetric nanojunctions oriented along armchair and zigzag directions with different resistivities due to the anisotropy of the BP.
We investigate the rectifying property by using eignechannels and their localization across the junction. No current rectification is observed in symmetric junctions, yet resistivities are different along different directions. In asymmetric 90°twisted junction electron flow along "easy" direction is spread over the junction area, electrons tunnel between overlapping layers, but also induced state is seen as Fano resonance. Along the opposite direction electrons are mostly reflected from the edge of the sheet, tunneling of electron from one layer to the other is inefficient and induced states start to play frontmost role in transport. Directional 
Method
First principles density functional theory (DFT) 52,53 calculations were performed using SIESTA 54, 55 program within generalized gradient approximation with Perdew, Bruke and Ernazerholf (PBE) 56 functional for geometrical optimization through total energy calculation. Normconserved Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials were used to describe the interaction between core and valence electrons. 57 The mesh cut off was 200 eV and Brillouin zone integration for the supercell was sampled by 2x2x1 k-points, and for unit cell it was 20x30x1 within Monkhorst-pack scheme with double-polarized basis set. 58 To simulate the unit and super cell of bilayers periodic boundary conditions were used with 30Å vacuum space to minimize the interaction between the layers. The systems were fully relaxed to obtain the ground state structure with residual forces on the atoms less than 0.01 eV/atom. The quantum transport properties have been studied combining non-equilibrium Greens function (NEGF) and DFT in TranSIESTA 59 module using Gamma k-points grid which yields reasonably converged results in comparison 1x4 k-point grid. The transmission spectrum, which defines the probability for electrons to be transferred from left to right electrode with the specific energy E, is calculated from the equation,
Where G C is the Greens function of the central region and is the coupling matrix of electrodes in either sides. The integration of this transmission function gives the electric current,
Where µ L = -V/2 (µ R =V/2) is the chemical potential of the left and right electrode.
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